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 Graphs Without Dead Ends
 G ERT S ABIDUSSI
 In memory of Anton Kotzig .
 We consider graphs  G  which are antipodal in the sense that the distance function of  G ,
 rooted at any vertex , has a unique relative maximum . These graphs can be characterised as a
 certain type of 2-cover of their natural quotient , obtained by identifying each vertex with its
 antipode . We use this characterisation to discuss various properties of antipodal graphs , e . g .
 their degrees , girth , and automorphisms .
 Ö  1995 Academic Press Limited .
 1 .  I NTRODUCTION
 The hypercubes  Q n  are prototypes of a class of graphs with an interesting property
 which , in spite of an obvious potential for applications , has hitherto received little
 attention in the literature . It is usually referred to as antipodality , although distance-
 additivity would be an equally justifiable term . Put crudely , the property is that ,
 starting at any vertex of the graph , one can go to a diametrically opposite vertex in
 such a way as to pass through any third vertex without making a detour . To be precise ,
 a connected graph  G  is  antipodal  if for any vertex  x  P  V  ( G ) there is an  x#  P  V  ( G ) such
 that
 d  ( x ,  y )  1  d  (  y ,  x#  )  5  d  ( x ,  x#  )  for all  y  P  V  ( G ) ,  (1)
 where  d  is the usual shortest path distance . It is then immediate that  x#   (the  antipode  of
 x )  is unique and that  d  ( x ,  x#  ) equals the diameter of  G .
 Bipartite antipodal graphs were introduced by Kotzig in 1968 [21] under the name of
 S -graphs , and some of their basic properties were established by Glivjak , Kotzig and
 Plesnı ´ k [15] ; the definition was extended to the non-bipartite case by Kotzig and
 Laufer [22] . Kotzig has repeatedly drawn attention to these graphs [23 ,  24] , and some
 results for small diameters were obtained by Berman and Kotzig [1 ,  2] and Berman ,
 Kotzig and Sabidussi [3] . By far the most significant paper involving antipodal graphs is
 that by Fukuda and Handa [13] , in which it is shown that the tope graphs of oriented
 matroids are bipartite antipodal .
 A natural way of viewing antipodal graphs is as 2-covers of their antipodal quotient ,
 sometimes called the folded graph , obtained by identifying each vertex with its
 antipode . This leads to a wider class of graphs which we call weakly antipodal , in which
 each vertex may have several antipodes (with an appropriately modified definition) , all
 at distance equal to the diameter . These are the graphs ‘without dead ends’ of the title
 (cf . Section 2) .
 The key observation for analysing the structure of antipodal graphs is that the
 antipodality of the 2-cover depends on the quotient having ‘enough’ shortest cycles
 which do not lift to isomorphic copies of themselves : any two vertices of the quotient
 must lie on such a shortest ‘non-replicating’ cycle (Section 3) .
 As a first application of this characterisation we consider a remarkable feature
 presented by the girth of antipodal graphs : for girths 3 and 4 , antipodal graphs are
 abundant (many examples can be found in the papers by Kotzig mentioned earlier ;
 see also Sections 5 and 6 of the present paper) , but only very few are known whose
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 exceeds 4 , the highest known value being 8 . In a modest attempt at throwing some light
 on this phenomenon we investigate those antipodal graphs whose girth is extremal with
 respect to the diameter . The quotients of such graphs turn out to be distance-regular ,
 and hence are amenable to the rich theory on this subject , in particular to theorems
 dealing with their existence (Section 4) .
 The condition of distance-additivity (1) has the appearance of a severe restriction .
 However , viewing antipodal graphs in terms of their quotients makes it clear that ,
 appearances to the contrary , they form a very large class . We make this precise in
 Section 6 by showing that antipodal graphs (indeed already those of diameter 5)
 represent all finite groups having  Z 2 as a direct factor (this last condition takes into
 account the fact that the map which attaches to each vertex its antipode is an
 involutory automorphism) . To this end we provide an explicit construction for the
 quotients of all triangle-free antipodal graphs of diameter 5 (Section 5) .
 As our whole approach to antipodal graphs via quotients is borrowed from the
 theory of distance-regular graphs , a word of warning is in order : antipodality as defined
 in this paper is a special case of , but is not the same as , antipodality as employed in
 connection with distance-regular graphs (see e . g . [7 , Section 11 . 1 . A]) . As already
 mentioned , it may happen that some antipodal graph is distance-regular , but this is
 never an assumption we make at the outset .
 2 .  D EFINITIONS AND  P RELIMINARIES
 All graphs considered in this paper will be finite and simple . For terminology and
 notation we follow essentially Bondy and Murty [6] . By  distance  in a connected graph
 G  we always mean geodesic ( 5 shortest path) distance , denoted by  d .  For  x  P  V  ( G ) its
 ( distance i )- neighbourhood  is  N i ( x )  : 5  h  y  P  V  ( G )  :  d  ( x ,  y )  5  i j .
 2 . 1 . D EFINITION .  Let  x ,y  be two vertices of a connected graph  G  of diameter  d .
 Then :
 (i)  y  is a  relati y  e antipode  of  x  if it is a relative maximum for the distance function of  G
 rooted at  x ,  i . e . if
 d  ( x ,  y )  >  d  ( x ,  z )
 for every neighbour  z  of  y ;
 (ii)  y  is an  absolute antipode  of  x  if  d  ( x ,  y )  5  d ;
 (iii)  a pair of vertices ( x ,  y ) will be called an  antipodal pair  if  y  is a relative antipode
 of  x .
 Obviously every absolute antipode is also relative .
 Observe that the relative antipodes of  x  are precisely the endpoints of the maximal
 geodesics issuing from  x  (maximal with respect to inclusion , not length) . Hence every
 vertex of a connected graph has at least one relative antipode . For absolute antipodes
 this is in general not the case . (The definition of relative antipodes in terms of maximal
 geodesics was used in [27] and recently by Gilvjak [14]) .
 2 . 2 . D EFINITION .  Let  G  be a connected graph of diameter  d . G  will be called :
 (i)  weakly antipodal  if every relative antipode is absolute , i . e .  d  ( x ,  y )  5  d  for every
 x  P  V  ( G )  and every relative antipode  y  of  x  ;
 (ii)  antipodal  if every vertex  x  of  G  has exactly one relative antipode  x#  ;
 (iii)  diametrical  if every vertex  x  of  G  has exactly one absolute antipode  x#  ;
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 (iv)  automorphically diametrical  or  harmonic  [16] if it is diametrical and the  antipodal
 map  a  :  x  S  x#  , x  P  V  ( G ) ,  is an automorphism of  G .
 In the case of weakly antipodal graphs—where the distinction between relative and
 absolute antipodes disappears—we shall simply speak of antipodes .
 It was shown in [15] that a graph  G  is antipodal if f it is distance-additive in the sense
 of (1) . In particular , one has that in such a graph  d  ( x ,  x#  )  5  d  for every  x  P  V  ( G ) ,  and
 that the antipodal map  a  :  x  S  x#   is a  central in y  olution .  In other words , every antipodal
 graph is both weakly antipodal and harmonic , and conversely . (That  a  is a central
 involution already holds for harmonic graphs . )
 2 . 3 .  E XAMPLES .  (i)  An important class of weakly antipodal graphs are the distance-
 regular graphs .
 (ii)  Even cycles are antipodal . By [15] they are the only antipodal graphs of
 minimum degree 2 . Antipodal graphs of diameter  < 3 have been completely described
 in [1] . For diameter  < 2 the only antipodal graphs are  K 2 and the even complete graphs
 with the edges of a perfect matching deleted . For diameter 3 there is a characterisation
 of antipodal graphs in terms of a product operation called cross-cloning ; essentially , it
 is an explicit construction of the graph as a 2-cover . Antipodal [weakly antipodal]
 graphs of arbitrary diameter can be obtained by observing that the cartesian product
 G  h  H  of two [weakly] antipodal graphs is again [weakly] antipodal and that
 diam( G  h  H )  5  diam  G  1  diam  H  [22] .
 (iii)  As pointed out in [13] , the graphs (i . e . 1-skeletons) of zonotopes are bipartite
 antipodal . They can be isometrically embedded in hypercubes in such a way that their
 antipodal map coincides with the restriction of the antipodal map of the hypercube
 (which maps every vertex to its binary complement) . For a definition of zonotopes , see
 Edelsbrunner [9] or Gru ¨  nbaum [18] .
 (iv)  As an illustration of the distinction between harmonicity and antipodality
 consider the line graph of the even prism  C 2 k  h  K 2  .  This is a harmonic graph of
 diameter  k  1  1 which fails to be antipodal in a very strong sense : the vertices
 corresponding to the copies of  K 2 have relative antipodes at all distances  i ,
 2  <  i  <  k  1  1 .
 2 . 4 . D EFINITION .  A cycle  C  of an antipodal graph  G  is called  principal if  a C  5  C ,
 where  a  is the antipodal map of  G .
 Principal cycles always exist ; indeed , any geodesic in  G  lies on a principal cycle .
 Moreover , they have the following properties [15] : (i) their length is 2 d ,  where
 d  5  diam  G ;  (ii) a 2 d -cycle of  G  is principal if f it is isometric ; (iii) if  C  is a principal
 cycle , then any vertex  x  of  C  and its antipode  x#   divide  C  into two paths of length  d
 which are antipodal images of each other .
 2 . 5 . D EFINITION .  Given a harmonic graph  H  of diameter  d  >  2 ,  its ( natural  or
 antipodal ) quotient  is the graph  G  whose vertices are the antipodal pairs  h x ,  x#  j  of  H ,
 and two antipodal pairs  p  5  h x ,  x#  j , q  5  h  y ,  y#  j  form an edge in  G  if f there is an edge in  H
 having one endpoint in  p  and the other in  q .
 The diameter of the quotient is [ d  / 2] .
 It is immediate and well known that for diameter  d  >  3 the quotient map  H  5  G ,
 x  S  h x ,  x#  j ,  is a local isomorphism , so that  H  is a 2-cover of  G .
 There is another concept of antipodality (going back to D . H . Smith [29]) which is
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 relevant in the present context . Given a connected graph  H  define a relation  R  on
 V  ( H )  by  xRy  if f  x  5  y  or  d  ( x ,  y )  5  max h d  ( x ,  z )  :  z  P  V  ( H ) j . H  is  antipodal  (in the sense
 of Smith) if  R  is an equivalence . With this definition , a cover  H  of  G  is said to be an
 antipodal co y  er  if it is antipodal and the  R -classes are the fibres of  H .
 We shall  not  use this definition . However , it should be noted that antipodal graphs in
 our sense are antipodal 2-covers in the sense of Smith . In fact , the latter are exactly the
 same thing as the harmonic graphs defined above .
 3 .  C ANONICALLY  A NTIPODAL  2-C OVERS
 In this section we give a characterisation of antipodal graphs as 2-covers of their
 natural quotient , relating the support of the 2-cover (i . e . the part of the quotient where
 the cover behaves like a categorical product) to the cycle structure of the quotient . We
 need a number of preliminaries about 2-covers which , for the most part , are well
 known .
 3 . 1 .  N OTATION AND  T ERMINOLOGY .  We shall use the following representation of
 2-covers . Given a graph  G  and a set  S  of edges of  G ,  we denote by  G S  the graph with
 V  ( G S )  5  V  ( G )  3  h 0 ,  1 j ,
 (2)
 [( x ,  i ) ,  (  y ,  j )]  P  E ( G S )  :  ï  [ x ,  y ]  P  S ,  i  ?  j  or  [ x ,  y ]  P  E ( G )  \  S ,  i  5  j .
 S  is the  support  of  G S .  The characteristic function of  S  ( weight  or  y  oltage ) with values
 in  Z 2 will be denoted by  w S .  Thus
 [( x ,  i ) ,  (  y ,  j )]  P  E ( G S )  ï  [ x ,  y ]  5  e  P  E ( G )  and  i  1  j  5  w S ( e ) .  (3)
 If  S  5  E ( G ) ,  then  G S  is the categorical product  G  3  K 2 (sometimes called the  bipartite
 double  of  G . )
 When no confusion is likely we shall abbreviate ( x ,  0) by  x ,  and ( x ,  1) by  x#  .  The
 automorphism which interchanges the two layers of  G S  ,  i . e . ( x ,  0)  ↔  ( x ,  1) , x  P  V  ( G ) ,
 will be referred to as the  natural in y  olution  of  G S .
 As is customary , we extend the weight function to trails . Given a trail  v  5  x 0 x 1  ?  ?  ?  x r
 (open or closed) let  e i  5  [ x i 2 1  ,  x i ] , i  5  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  r ,  and define  w S ( v  )  : 5  o r i 5 1  w S ( e i ) .  In
 particular , if  C  is a cycle (considered as a closed trail) , then  w S ( C )  ;  u E ( C )  >  S u
 (mod  2) .
 Let us call a cycle  C replicating  if  w S ( C )  5  0 ; otherwise ,  C  will be called
 non - replicating .  The reason for this terminology is that if  C  has zero weight then it lifts
 to two copies of itself in  G S  ,  whereas if it has weight 1 then it lifts to a cycle of twice
 the original length .
 The following well-known statement about harmonic graphs (antipodal 2-covers in
 the sense of Smith) is the basis for most of our discussion of antipodal graphs . Let  H  be
 a harmonic graph of diameter  >  3 ,  G  its natural quotient . Then to any choice function
 for the antipodal pairs of  H ,  i . e . to any choice of one vertex from each antipodal pair ,
 there corresponds a set  S  Õ  E ( G ) such that  H  is isomorphic to  G S  , and under this
 isomorphism the antipodal map of H corresponds to the natural in y  olution of G S .
 In studying antipodal graphs we may therefore restrict outselves to 2-covers which
 are antipodal and whose antipodal map is the natural involution . Such 2-covers will be
 called  canonically antipodal ,  and the support from which they arise will be referred to
 as an  antipodal support .  The same definitions can be made in the more general context
 of harmonic 2-covers .
 3 . 2 .  R EMARK .  Dif ferent choice functions for the antipodal pairs of a harmonic
 graph will , in general , give rise to dif ferent supports . Their relationship can be
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 described as follows . Let  S , S 9  Õ  E ( G ) be such that  G S  and  G S 9 are canonically
 harmonic . If  G S  and  G S 9 are isomorphic , then any isomorphism  τ  :  G S  5  G S 9 commutes
 with the natural involution ; that is to say ,  G S  and  G S 9 are isomorphic  o y  er G .  By a
 standard result which holds for arbitrary 2-covers ([10] , see also [20]) ,  G S and G S 9  are
 isomorphic o y  er G if f there is a  s  P  Aut  G such that w S 9 ( s C )  5  w S ( C )  for all cycles C in
 G or , equi y  alently , such that S 9  5  a S  1  B for some cocycle B ,  where  1  denotes
 symmetric dif ference , and a cocycle is a subset of  E ( G ) which meets every cycle in an
 even number of edges .
 3 . 3 .  R EMARK .  A 2-cover may be antipodal (or harmonic) without being canonically
 so . Examples of this situation can be obtained on the basis of the fact that cartesian
 multiplication by bipartite graphs commutes with the operation of forming 2-covers :
 G S  h  H  >  ( G  h  H ) S ˜  ,  (4)
 where  G  and  S  are arbitrary ,  H  is bipartite and
 [( x ,  y ) ,  ( x 9 ,  y 9 )]  P  S ˜  :  ï  H [ x ,  x 9 ]  P  S  and  y  5  y 9 ,  or
 x  5  x 9  and  [  y ,  y 9 ]  P  E ( H ) .
 (The isomorphism in (4) is ( x ,  i ,  y )  S  ( x ,  y ,  τ  c (  y ) ) i )) ,  where  τ  is the transposition 0  ↔  1 ,
 and  c (  y ) ,  the colour of  y  in some (0 ,  1)-colouring of  H . ) For  S  5  E ( G ) ,  (4) becomes
 ( G  3  K 2 )  h  H  >  ( G  h  H )  3  K 2  .
 Now take  G S  to be any antipodal 2-cover (canonical or otherwise) and  H  any
 bipartite antipodal graph . Since the cartesian product of antipodal graphs is antipodal ,
 it follows from (4) that ( G  h  H ) S ˜   is antipodal . However , its antipodal map is
 y  5  ( x ,  y ,  i )  ↔  y˜  5  ( x ,  y˜  ,  i ) ,  where  y˜  is the antipode in  H ,  rather than the natural
 involution  y  5  ( x ,  y ,  i )  ↔  y#  5  ( x ,  y ,  1  2  i ) (see Figure 1) .
 We now turn to the principal tool for the analysis of antipodal graphs . It will be
 assumed from now on that  G S  is  connected .  This happens if f  G  is connected and
 S  Õ  E ( G )  is such that there is at least one non-replicating cycle .
 The following (obvious) remarks concern the cycle space of  G  (we use  1  to denote
 the symmetric dif ference of graphs) . A cycle  C  Õ  G  will be called  primiti y  e  if it cannot
 be expressed as a sum of cycles of length  ,  u C u .  Note that primitive cycles are isometric
 F IGURE 1 .  Non-canonical antipodality of ( K 3  h  K 2 )  3  K 2  .
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 subgraphs of  G .  Since  w S  is a linear map from the cycle space to  Z 2 we have the
 following .
 3 . 4 .  R EMARK .  If C 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  C k are non - replicating cycles of G , then w S ( C 1  1  ?  ?  ?  1
 C k )  ;  k  (mod  2) .  Hence any set consisting of an odd number of non - replicating cycles is
 linearly independent .
 Denote by  S  the set of all shortest non-replicating cycles of  G ,  and let  s  be their
 length (we shall call this the  S - girth  of  G ,  denoted by  g S ( G )) .  If  G  is non-bipartite and
 S  5  E ( G ) ,  the  S -girth reduces to the  odd girth  of  G ,  i . e . the length of a shortest odd
 cycle of  G .
 3 . 5 .  R EMARK .  S  is a set of primiti y  e cycles such that any  [ no ]  s - cycle in G which is
 the sum of an odd  [ e y  en ]  number of cycles in  S  belongs to  S .  Thus  S  contains no odd
 linearly dependent subset .
 P ROOF .  Primitivity of  s -cycles follows from the minimality of  s ,  and the rest from
 Remark 3 . 4 .  h
 Shortest non-replicating cycles can be used to characterise antipodal 2-covers in
 terms of their quotient and their support :
 3 . 6 . T HEOREM .  A necessary and suf ficient condition for G S to be canonically
 antipodal is that any two  y  ertices of G lie on a shortest non - replicating cycle . In that
 case ,
 diam  G S  5  s ,  (5)
 where s is the S - girth of G .
 For the proof we make use of the following lemma , which holds in any connected
 2-cover .
 3 . 7 . L EMMA .  If x is a  y  ertex of a shortest non - replicating cycle of G , then  D ( x ,  x#  )  5  s ,
 where  D  denotes distance in G S .
 P ROOF .  Let  C  be a non-replicating s-cycle with vertices  x 0  ,  .  .  .  ,  x s 2 1  ,  and suppose
 that  x  5  x 0  .  Since  w S ( C )  5  1 ,  the closed trail  xx 1  ?  ?  ?  x s 2 1 lifts to an  xx #  -trail in  G S .
 Therefore  D ( x ,  x#  )  <  s .
 Suppose by way of contradiction that  D ( x ,  x#  )  ,  s ,  and let W be an  xx #  -geodesic in  G S .
 The projection of  W  in  G  is a closed trail of weight 1 and hence contains a
 non-replicating cycle , a contradiction to the minimality of  s .  h
 P ROOF OF  T HEOREM 3 . 6 .  Necessity .  Suppose that  G S  is canonically antipodal . By
 Lemma 3 . 7 ,  G S  contains at least one pair of antipodal vertices whose distance is  s .
 Therefore , by (1) , diam  G S  5  s .
 Now consider the principal cycles of  G S .  By (5) they are of length 2 s .  We claim that
 every principal cycle projects to a shortest non-replicating cycle in  G .
 As already mentioned in Section 2 , given a principal cycle  C ,  any vertex  x  P  V  ( C )
 and its antipode divine  C  into two paths  W 1  , W 2 of length  s ,  each of which is the
 antipodal image of the other . As trails ,  W 1 and  W 2 project to the same closed trail  v  in
 G ,  and since the endpoints of  W 1 (and  W 2 ) are in dif ferent layers of  G S  ,  v  has weight 1 .
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 Therefore , by the minimality of  s ,  the subgraph  Ω  of  G  induced by the edges of  v  is an
 s -cycle . But  Ω  is also the projection of  C .
 Since any two vertices of an antipodal graph lie on a principal cycle , it follows that
 any two vertices of  G  lie on the projection of a principal cycle of  G S  ,  i . e . on a shortest
 non-replicating cycle of  G .
 Suf ficiency .  In view of Lemma 3 . 7 it suf fices to show that if  x ,y  are two distinct
 vertices of  G ,  then in  G S  neither  y  nor  y#   is an antipode of  x .
 By hypothesis there is a non-replicating  s -cycle  C  containing  x  and  y .  Let the vertices
 of  C  be  x 0  ,  .  .  .  ,  x s 2 1  ,  where  x  5  x 0 and  y  5  x k  for some  k ,  0  ,  k  ,  s .  By Lemma 3 . 7 , the
 closed trail  v  5  xx 1  ?  ?  ?  x s 2 1 x  in  G  lifts to an  xx #  -geodesic  W ,  and  y  is an interior vertex
 of  W  or of its image  W #   under the natural involution of  G S  ,  depending on the weight of
 the trail  xx 1  ?  ?  ?  x k 2 1  y .  Similarly ,  y#   is an interior vertex of  W  or  W #  .  Hence neither  y  nor
 y#   is an antipode of  x .  h
 3 . 8 . D EFINITION .  A  net  in a connected graph  G  is a set  C i  , i  P  I ,  of cycles , all having
 the same length , say  k ,  and such that any two vertices of  G  lie on some  C i .  If the length
 of the cycles is to be mentioned explicitly , we shall speak of a  k - net .  A net is  primiti y  e
 [ isometric ]  if all its cycles are primitive [isometric] .
 With this terminology and the notation introduced in Remark 3 . 5 , Theorem 3 . 6
 reads :
 G S is canonically antipodal if f  S  is a  ( necessarily primiti y  e )  net in G .
 If a graph  G  has an isometric  k -net (in particular , if the net is primitive) , then  G  is
 weakly antipodal and diam  G  5  [ k  / 2] .  The converse does not hold . (A family of
 counterexamples are the odd prisms : the (2 k  2  1)-sided prism  C 2 k 2 1  h  K 2 is weakly
 antipodal of diameter  k .  Its 2 k -cycles are neither isometric nor do they form a net ; the
 (2 k  1  1)-cycles , on the other hand , do form a net but are not isometric . ) However , the
 following is true .
 3 . 9 .  R EMARK .  If G is a weakly antipodal graph and S  Õ  E ( G )  is such that e y  ery
 antipodal pair of  y  ertices lies on a shortest non - replicating cycle , then the shortest
 non - replicating cycles form a net .
 P ROOF .  Let  x ,y  be any two vertices of  G .  By weak antipodality ,  x  has an antipode  z
 such that some  xz -geodesic  W  passes through  y .  By hypothesis , there is a shortest
 non-replicating cycle  C  through  x  and  z . C  is the union of two  xz -geodesics  W 0  , W 1 with
 w S ( W i )  5  i , i  5  0 ,  1 .  Depending on the weight of  W ,  either  W 0  <  W  or  W 1  <  W  is a
 shortest non-replicating cycle containing  x  and  y .  h
 Theorem 3 . 6 does not answer the question under what conditions a graph  G  admits
 an antipodal support . In conjunction with Remarks 3 . 4 and 3 . 5 , it does , however ,
 provide a necessary condition , as follows .
 3 . 10 . C OROLLARY .  If a connected graph G of diameter k is the natural quotient of an
 antipodal graph , then G has a primiti y  e s - net  N ,  where s  5  2 k or  2 k  1  1 , and :
 ( i )  any cycle in G which is a linear combination of an odd number of cycles in  N  has
 length  >  s ;
 ( ii )  N  contains no odd linearly dependent set .
 Note that there is a basic distinction here , depending on the parity of  s .  It arises
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 from the fact that any set consisting of an odd number of  odd  cycles is linearly
 independent—so that (ii) is automatically satisfied—whereas for  e y  en  cycles this is not
 necessarily the case .
 4 .  T HE  G IRTH OF  A NTIPODAL G RAPHS
 It is a result of Kotzig (see [3]) that for every antipodal graph  H  which is neither  K 2
 nor an even cycle , one has
 g  ( H )  <  diam  H  1  1 ,  (6)
 where  g  denotes the girth of the graph . In general , this is false for non-antipodal
 harmonic graphs .
 If  H  is non-bipartite , inequality (6) can be sharpened as follows :
 4 . 1 . P ROPOSITION .  If H is a non - bipartite antipodal graph , then
 g  *( H )  <  diam  H  1  1 ,
 where  g  *( H )  denotes the odd girth of H .
 P ROOF .  Suppose that diam  H  5  d  and  g  *( H )  5  2 m  1  1 .  Let  x  be a vertex of a
 (2 m  1  1)-cycle  C  of  H ,  and consider the edge [ u ,  y  ] of  C  opposite  x .  Using the fact that
 C  is isometric it follows from (1) that
 d H ( x#  ,  u )  5  d  2  d C ( x ,  u )  5  d  2  m ,
 and similarly ,  d H ( x#  ,  y  )  5  d  2  m .  Hence  H  contains an odd cycle of length at most
 2( d  2  m )  1  1 ,  and the result follows .  h
 In this section we shall primarily be concerned with those antipodal graphs for which
 the upper bound in (6) is actually attained (or almost attained) . Throughout , we shall
 rely on the results of Section 3 .
 Beginning with the smallest possible value of the diameter we have the following :
 4 . 2 . P ROPOSITION .  The only antipodal graphs of diameter  3  and girth  4  are the
 bipartite doubles of the complete graphs K n  , n  >  3 .
 P ROOF .  K n  3  K 2 is the same as  K n , n  minus a perfect matching , and obviously has the
 required properties .
 Conversely , suppose  G S  is canonically antipodal of diameter 3 . Then  G  5  K n  for
 some  n  >  3 .  Thus the girth of  G S  depends exclusively on  S .
 Suppose  S  and  S 9 are two antipodal supports on  K n  such that  G S  and  G S 9 are
 triangle-free ; that is to say , all triangles in  K n  are non-replicating with respect to  S  and
 S 9 .  Therefore  w S 1 S 9 ( D )  5  w S ( D )  1  w S 9 ( D )  5  1  1  1  5  0 for every triangle  D  Õ  K n .  Since
 the triangles generate the cycle space of  K n  ,  it follows that  w S 1 S 9 ( C )  5  0 for every cycle
 C  Õ  K n  ,  i . e .  S  1  S 9 is a cocyle . Hence by Remark 3 . 2 ,  G S  and  G S 9 are isomorphic .  h
 Before going on to higher diameters and higher girths , here is the list of known
 examples of antipodal graphs of girth greater than 4 , omitting even cycles : the
 dodecahedron ( n  5  20 , d  5  5 ,  g  5  5) ; the truncated rhombitriacontahedron ( n  5  80 ,
 d  5  11 ,  g  5  5) ; the Wells graph  W 3 2 [7 , p . 266] ( n  5  32 , d  5  4 ,  g  5  5) ; and the infinite
 family  O m  3  K 2  ,  where  O m  is the odd graph of degree  m  >  2 ( n  5  2(
 2 m  2  1
 m  ) , d  5  2 m  2  1 ,
 g  5  6) .  Here  n  denotes the order , and  d  the diameter of the graph .
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 That these graphs are antipodal was first pointed out by Kotzig [24 ,  25] . Note that
 they are all of girth 5 or 6 . By using cages as antipodal quotients we shall add a few
 new graphs to this list , including one of girth 8 .
 Let  G S  be an arbitrary 2-cover of  G .  Since the projection  G S  5  G  is a local
 isomorphicm we have the well-known fact that
 g  ( G S )  >  g  ( G ) .  (7)
 Indeed , any cycle in  G S  of length  ,  2 g S ( G ) is projected isomorphically into  G .
 Now suppose that  G S  is canonically antipodal ; let  r  : 5 g  ( G ) and  s  : 5 g S ( G ) .
 Obviously ,  r  <  s .
 4 . 3 . L EMMA .  ( i )  If  g  ( G S )  ,  diam  G S  , then  g  ( G S )  5  g  ( G ) .
 ( ii )  g  ( G S )  >  diam  G S if f the girth and the  S- girth of  G  coincide .
 P ROOF .  If  g  ( G S )  ,  diam  G S  5  s ,  then by (7) ,  r  ,  s .  Therefore any  r -cycle of  G
 replicates ; hence  g  ( G s )  <  r .  By (7) ,  g  ( G S )  5  r ,  proving (i) and the necessity of (ii) . The
 suf ficiency of (ii) also follows immediately from (7) .  h
 Part (ii) of the lemma hints at the special status of antipodal graphs of  extremal girth ,
 i . e . those for which the girth is not less than the diameter . In view of (6) this means that
 any such graph is either an even cycle or its girth equals the diameter or the diameter
 1  1 . In considering these graphs , a distinction has to be made between odd and even
 diameters .
 Let  G S  be a canonically antipodal graph of extremal girth which is not an even cycle ,
 and suppose that diam  G S  is  odd ,  i . e .  s  5  2 k  1  1 ,  say . Then , by the preceding lemma ,
 r  5  2 k  1  1 ,  and diam  G  5  [ 1 – 2 diam  G S ]  5  k .  Thus
 g  ( G )  5  2  diam  G  1  1 .
 This is one of the defining properties of  Moore graphs  [28] .  Using the well-known
 (non-)existence results for these graphs (for references , see [7 , section 6 . 7] and [4 ,
 chapter 23]) we obtain the following :
 4 . 4 . T HEOREM .  Let H be an antipodal graph of extremal girth and odd diameter , and
 suppose that H is not a cycle . Then  diam  H  5  3  or  5 . In the case in which  diam  H  5  5 ,
 the antipodal quotient of H is the Petersen graph , or the Hof fman  – Singleton graph or a
 Moore graph of diameter  2  and degree  57 ( if such exist ) .
 In particular , Theorem 4 . 4 says that for odd diameter  .  5 there are no antipodal
 graphs of extremal girth other than cycles . Thus we have the following improvement of
 (6) .
 4 . 5 . C OROLLARY .  Let H be an antipodal graph of odd diameter  .  5  which is not a
 cycle . Then
 g  ( H )  <  diam  H  2  1 .  (8)
 Except for a finite number of graphs this also holds when  diam  H  5  5 .
 We now conisder the antipodal graphs arising from the two known Moore graphs of
 diameter 2 and degree  >  3 , i . e . the Petersen graph and the Hof fman – Singleton graph .
 Note that if  S  is any support of a Moore graph  G  giving rise to an antipodal graph of
 girth 6 , then no pentagon in  G  replicates , i . e . the net  S  corresponding to  S  is the set of
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 all  pentagons . Therefore ,  the bipartite double G  3  K 2  is the only antipodal  2- co y  er of G
 ha y  ing girth  6 .  (In the case of the Petersen graph , the bipartite double is known as the
 Desargues graph . )
 Turning to girth 5 , it is well known (first noted by Frucht [11]) that the Petersen
 graph has exactly one 2-cover of girth 5 , namely the dodecahedron—which is antipodal .
 It can be obtained by taking as support the edges of one of the pentagons of the
 Petersen graph .
 The Hof fman – Singleton graph  H  also gives rise to at least one antipodal graph of
 girth 5 . Let  H  be represented in the form given by N . Robertson [6 , p . 239] based on
 five pentagrams  P 0  ,  .  .  .  ,  P 4 (with  V  ( P j )  5  h i j  :  i  P  Z 5 j ) and five pentagons  Q 0  ,  .  .  .  ,  Q 4
 (with  V  ( Q j )  5  h i 9 j  :  i  P  Z 5 j ) and the additional edges [ i j  ,  ( i  1  jk ) 9 k ] , i ,j ,k  P  Z 5  .  Take  S  to
 be the set of edges of the five pentagons  Q i .  We claim that the corresponding set  S  of
 shortest non-replicating cycles is a net .
 Since the stabiliser Aut( H ,  S ) acts transitively on  V  ( H ) it suf fices to check that for
 any vertex  y   of  H  there is a non-replicating pentagon through  y   and  i 0  .  For
 y  5  ( i  1  j ) 9 k  P  V  ( Q k )  such a pentagon is
 ( i 0  ,  i 9 k ,  ( i  1  1) 9 k ,  ( i  1  1) 0  ,  ( i  1  3) 0 )
 ( i 0  ,  i 9 k ,  ( i  1  4) 9 k ,  ( i  1  4) 0  ,  ( i  1  2) 0 )
 ( i 0  ,  ( i  1  2) 0  ,  ( i  1  2) k  ,  ( i  1  3) 9 k ,  ( i  1  3) 0 )
 if  j  5  0 , 1 ,
 if  j  5  0 , 4 ,
 if  j  5  2 , 3 .
 (9)
 If  y  5  h k  P  V  ( P k ) , k  ?  0 ,  a pentagon with the required property is ( i 0  ,  i 9 x ,  y  ,  ( i  2  1) 9 y , i 9 y ) ,
 where  x ,y  are the unique elements of  Z 5 such that [ y  ,  i 9 x ] ,  [ y  ,  ( i  2  1) 9 y ]  P  E ( H ) (i . e .
 kx  5  i  2  h , ky  5  i  2  h  2  1 in  Z 5 ) ; necessarily ,  x  ?  y .  If  y  P  V  ( P 0 ) ,  one of the pentagons
 in (9) can be used . Thus  S  is indeed a net .
 On the other hand ,  H  contains also replicating pentagons (e . g . the pentagrams) .
 Hence  H S  is antipodal of girth 5 (and diameter 5) as claimed .
 It is easily seen that in  H  not every pair of (distance 2)-neighbours lies on the same
 number of replicating pentagons (for example , 0 0 and 2 0 are on five such pentagons , 0 0
 and 1 9 0 on only one) . As these numbers are preserved under lifting to  H S  it follows that
 H S  is  not distance - regular  (contrary to the bipartite double  H  3  K 2 ) .  This also follows
 from a general theorem of Biggs  et al .  [5] classifying all cubic distance-regular graphs ,
 according to which there is no such graph of order 100 .
 We have not investigated the question whether other choices of the support will
 produce still other antipodal graphs .
 In the remainder of this section we consider antipodal graphs of extremal girth
 whose diameter is  e y  en .  For diameter 2 the antipodal graphs are of the form  K 2 n  minus
 the edges of a perfect matching and , trivially , they are all of extremal girth .
 4 . 6 . T HEOREM .  If H is an antipodal graph of e y  en diameter  .  6  which is not a cycle ,
 then
 g  ( H )  <  diam  H .  (10)
 Except for a finite number of graphs this also holds when  diam  H  5  6 .
 No examples of diameter 6 and girth 7 are known .
 P ROOF .  Let  H  5  G S  be a canonically antipodal 2-cover such that diam  G S  5
 g S ( G )  5  2 k  and  g  ( G S )  5  2 k  1  1 .  Then  G  has the following properties :
 (i)  G  is non-bipartite ;
 (ii)  g  ( G )  5  2 k  (Lemma 4 . 3(ii)) ;
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 (iii)  the 2 k -cycles of  G  form a primitive net (Theorem 3 . 6) ;
 (iv)  there is no odd linear dependence between the 2 k -cycles of  G  (Corollary 3 . 10) .
 Condition (ii) combined with the fact that diam  G  5  k  implies that any path  W  Õ  G
 of length  k  is a geodesic , hence by (iii) it is contained in a 2 k -cycle . If  W  is contained in
 two such cycles , say  C 1 and  C 2  ,  then  C 1  1  C 2 is again a 2 k -cycle , in contradiction to
 (iv) . Hence  G  satisfies the following condition :
 (v)  any path in  G  of length  k  is contained in a unique 2 k -cycle .
 Let  G  be a graph of minimum degree  >  3 satisfying conditions (i) , (ii) , (iii) and (v) .
 Then  G  is distance-regular with intersection array
 h d ,  d  2  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  d  2  1 ;  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  1 ,  2 j ,  (11)
 where  d  is the degree of  G .  For this , it suf fices to show that  G  is regular . This is done
 by an adaptation of the argument used by Singleton in [28] . Given a pair of antipodal
 vertices  x ,y  it is easily seen (using weak antipodality and (v)) that the number of
 (2 k  1  1)-cycles through  x  and  y  is
 4( d y  2  2)  .  0 ,  (12)
 where  d y  >  3 is the degree of  y .  Hence , by symmetry ,  d x  5  d y .  Singleton’s zig-zag
 argument then shows that all vertices of a given (2 k  1  1)-cycle have the same degree .
 By (12) any two vertices of  G  are on some (2 k  1  1)-cycle , and consequently  G  is
 regular .
 Roos and van Zanten [26] have shown that for distance-regular graphs with array
 (11) the diameter  k  does not exceed 3 , and that if  k  5  3 ,  the degree of  G  must be one
 of ten possible values , i . e . only finitely many such graphs can exist .  h
 4 . 7 .  R EMARK .  The preceding proof shows that in a graph  G  with properties (i) , (ii) ,
 (iii) and (v) the (2 k  1  1)-cycles form a net (necessarily primitive , since  g  *( G )  5
 2 k  1  1) .  Hence by Theorem 3 . 6 ,  G  3  K 2  is an antipodal graph of diameter  2 k  1  1  and
 girth  2 k .  It is stated in [7 , p . 208] that the only known graph satisfying (i) , (ii) , (iii) and
 (v) is the odd graph  O 4 ; thus , as already noticed by Kotzig ,  O 4  3  K 2 is antipodal of
 diameter 7 and girth 6 .
 On the other hand ,  O 4 does not pass muster as quotient of an antipodal graph of
 diameter 6 and girth 7 : it satisfies condition (v) but not the stronger condition (iv) . We
 have the following .
 4 . 8 .  C LAIM .  E y  ery hexagon in O 4  belongs to a set of  13  linearly dependent hexagons .
 P ROOF .  Figure 2 shows  O 4 with the vertex ( 5 triple) 123 and its four neighbours
 deleted . This graph is the union of three Desargues graphs  D 1  , D 2  , D 3  ,  one of which is
 shown in the figure by black vertices , the other two being obtained by rotation .
 Consider the hexagon  C 6  5  (146 ,  357 ,  246 ,  157 ,  346 ,  257) .  As indicated in the figure ,  C 6
 is the sum of three 10-cycles which are principal cycles in  D 1  , D 2  , D 3  ,  respectively . It is
 easily checked that any principal cycle of the Desargues graph is the sum of four
 hexagons . Hence  C 6 is the sum of 12 hexagons .  h
 Theorem 4 . 6 does not cover the case of diameter 4 . This is taken care of by the
 following :
 4 . 9 . P ROPOSITION .  If H is antipodal of diameter  4  and girth  5 , then H is the Wells
 graph W 3 2  .
 P ROOF .  The antipodal quotient  G  of  H  satisfies conditions (i) , (ii) , (iii) and (iv) of
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 F IGURE 2 .
 the proof of Theorem 4 . 6 for  k  5  2 .  In other words ,  G  is a strongly regular graph with
 l  5  0  and  m  5  2 common neighbours for the adjacent , resp . non-adjacent vertices . By
 standard eigenvalue arguments (following Hof fman and Singleton [19]) the degree of  G
 is  d  5  2 or 5 , and  d  5  2 can be eliminated because it means that  G  is a 4-cycle . By [3 ,
 Theorem 2 . 2 and Claim 9] , the only 5-regular antipodal graph of diameter 4 and girth 5
 is  W 3 2  .  h
 The quotient of  W 3 3 is the folded 5-cube  h 5 (also known as the Greenwood – Gleason
 graph [17]) , and  W 3 2 is the only 2-cover of  h 5 of girth  >  5 [7 , p . 266] . Hence the detour
 through [3] can be avoided if it can be shown directly that  h 5 is uniquely determined
 by its parameter  d  5  5 ,  l  5  0 ,  m  5  2 .
 Contrary to the situation for odd diameter , Theorem 4 . 6 says nothing about what
 happens when the diameter is even and  g  ( H )  5  diam  H .  Antipodal graphs satisfying
 this condition exist but we do not know whether , as in the odd case , their number is
 necessarily finite . Two examples of such graphs are provided by the (4 ,  6)-cage and the
 (3 ,  8)-cage with the heavy edges as support (Figure 3) . The corresponding shortest
 non-replicating cycles are hexagons and octagons , respectively , and it is easily checked
 that they form nets . Thus the two cages give rise to antipodal graphs with diam  5  6 and
 8 , respectively . Several other such graphs (also arising from cages of girth 6) have been
 found by Jose ´  e Desharnais [8] .
 To conclude this section let us remark that we have been unable to find any
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 F IGURE 3 .  The (4 ,  6)-cage and the (3 ,  8)-cage with antipodal supports .
 antipodal graphs whose girth is odd and  . 5 . For  g  5  7 the only weakly antipodal graph
 we know which is a candidate for being an antipodal quotient (in the sense of having an
 isometric net) is the Coxeter graph . Its diameter is 4 and it has an isometric 8-net .
 Unfortunately , it fails at a rather superficial level because the 7-cycles generate the
 cycle space , so that neither the 8-cycles nor the 9-cycles are primitive (cf . Corollary
 3 . 10) . By contrast ,  harmonic  graphs of girth 7 are not hard to come by ; examples are
 the generalised Petersen graphs  P (8 k  1  4 ,  4) , k  >  3 ,  of diameter  k  1  4 .
 The question of the existence or non-existence of antipodal graphs of arbitrarily
 large girth merits further consideration .
 5 .  A NTICLIQUE E XTENSIONS AND  5-N ETS
 It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3 . 6 that any non-bipartite graph  G
 whose shortest odd cycles form a net is the quotient of an antipodal graph , viz . of the
 bipartite double  G  3  K 2  .  No similar statement can be made for the even cycles , as
 witness the example of  O 4 discussed in Claim 4 . 8 .
 Trivially , the only graphs with a 3-net are the complete graphs . As already
 mentioned in Section 2 , a complete description exists for the corresponding antipodal
 graphs (i . e . those of diameter 3 [7]) . In this section we shall consider the simplest
 non-trivial case , i . e . the graphs of odd girth  g  *  5  5 whose pentagons form a net . It is
 easily seen that these graphs are precisely the triangle-free , antipodal graphs of
 diameter 2 . Indeed , let  x ,y  be an antipodal pair of vertices in a triangle-free graph of
 diameter 2 , and suppose that they do not lie on a pentagon . Then  x  and  y  have
 identical neighbourhoods , but this is impossible in a weakly antipodal graph .
 Essentially , the structure of triangle-free weakly antipodal graphs of diameter 2
 resides in their second subconstituents (subgraphs induced by the (distance 2)-
 neighbourhood of some vertex) . By a construction which is based on this observation
 we show that these graphs form a large class in the sense that their automorphism
 groups range over the whole class of finite groups . This will be used in the next section
 to get an analogous result for antipodal graphs of diameter 5 .
 5 . 1 .  C ONSTRUCTION .  Given a graph  H  without isolated vertices , let  !  5  ( A i ) i P I  be a
 family of non-empty independent sets of vertices of  H .  For each  i  P  I  introduce a new
 vertex  a i  and let  a  be a vertex not in  H  and distinct from all  a i ’s ,  i  P  I .  Form a new
 graph  G  by adding to  H  all edges of the form [ x ,  a i ] ,  where  x  P  A i  , i  P  I ,  as well as the
 edges [ a i  ,  a ] , i  P  I .  Thus , as a subgraph of  G , H  is the second subconstituent
 corresponding to the vertex  a .  Of particular interest will be the case where each  A i  is
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 an anticlique (maximal independent set) . In this case we shall call  G  an  anticlique
 extension  of  H .
 It is clear from the construction that if  H  is triangle-free , then so is  G .  In fact ,  G  is of
 girth 4 or 5 , the latter if f  g  ( H )  >  5 and the  A i ’s are pairwise disjoint . Moreover , if  H  is
 irreducible  (i . e . dif ferent vertices have dif ferent neighbourhoods) and the  A i ’s are all
 distinct , then  G  is irreducible .
 Throughout the remainder of this section , symbols with a subscript  H  refer to  H ,  and
 those without a subscript to  G .  For example ,  d  denotes distance in  G ,  and  d H  distance
 in  H .
 Well-known examples of the above construction are the Gro ¨  tzsch – Mycielski graph
 ( H  a pentagon with all its anticliques) , the Petersen graph ( H  a hexagon with the three
 pairs of opposite vertices as anticliques) , and the folded 5-cube ( H  the Petersen graph
 with its anticliques of size 4) . All of these are weakly antipodal of diameter 2 . In
 general , we have the following simple observation :
 5 . 2 . P ROPOSITION .  Any triangle - free , weakly antipodal graph G of diameter  2  is an
 anticlique extension of the second subconstituent of any of its  y  ertices .
 P ROOF .  Choose a vertex  a  P  V  ( G ) ,  and consider the subgraph  H  of  G  induced by
 N 2 ( a ) .  Denote the neighbours of  a  by  a i  , i  P  I ,  and let  A i  : 5  N ( a i )  >  N
 2 ( a ) , i  P  I .  By
 weak antipodality  A i  ?  [ ,  and by triangle-freeness of  G , A i  is an anticlique of  H .
 Obviously ,  G  is the extension of  H  by the family ( A i ) i P I  .
 5 . 3 . P ROPOSITION .  Let H be a triangle - free graph without isolated  y  ertices , G the
 extension of H by some family of independent sets A i  , i  P  I . Then G has a  5- net if f
 ( i )  the sets A i are distinct ;
 ( ii )  each A i is an anticlique of H ;
 ( iii )  e y  ery  y  ertex of H belongs to some some A i ;
 ( i y  )  if x ,y  P  V  ( H )  and  d H ( x ,  y )  >  3 , then x and y belong to some A i ;
 ( y  )  H is irreducible .
 H  is not assumed to be connected . For vertices in dif ferent components the
 convention that  d H ( x ,  y )  5  `   applies . If a vertex  x  of  H  is at distance  > 3 from some
 vertex  y ,  then (iv) implies (iii) . Thus condition (iii) refers to the case in which  H  is
 connected and the given vertex is at distance  < 2 from all others .
 We omit the proof of the proposition , as the five conditions are no more than a
 straightforward transcription (in terms of  H ) of the existence of a pentagon in  G
 through any pair of vertices  u ,  y  ,  depending on where in  G  the two vertices lie .
 The conditions of Proposition 5 . 3 being extremely mild , we can at once conclude the
 following :
 5 . 4 . C OROLLARY .  E y  ery irreducible , triangle - free graph H without isolated  y  ertices
 can be extended to a triangle - free graph G ha y  ing a  5- net .
 P ROOF .  Take  A i  , i  P  I ,  to be the set of all anticliques of  H .  h
 As an application of the preceding result , consider the number of dif ferent degrees
 that the vertices of an antipodal graph may have . It is pointed out in [23] that bipartite
 antipodal graphs of diameter  < 3 are regular , and that for diameter 4 they are either
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 regular or biregular . The question is whether the number of dif ferent degrees is always
 bounded by some function of the diameter . The answer is negative :
 5 . 5 . P ROPOSITION .  For any k  >  5  there exist bipartite antipodal graphs of diameter k
 ha y  ing  y  ertices of arbitrarily many dif ferent degrees .
 P ROOF .  Let  F 1  , F 2  ,  .  .  .  be an infinite sequence of non-isomorphic , irreducible ,
 triangle-free , vertex-transitive , connected graphs , all of degree  d .  By  r i  denote the total
 number of anticliques of  F i  ,  and by  r 9 i   the number of anticlines containing a given
 vertex . For  j  >  1 consider the disjoint union  H j  of  F 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  F j  ,  and let  G j  be the extension
 of  H j  by all its anticliques .
 Given any vertex  x  P  V  ( H j ) ,  the number of anticliques of  H j  containing  x  is
 s i  5  ( r 1  ?  ?  ?  r j )
 r 9 i
 r i
 ,  where  x  P  V  ( F i ) .
 Hence in  G j  the degree of  x  is  d  1  s i  .  It is easy to find sequences  F 1  ,  F 2  ,  .  .  .  ,  for which
 the ratios  r 9 i  / r i  take on infinitely many dif ferent values (for example , the cycles of
 length  > 5) . For such a sequence ,  G j  will have vertices of any number of dif ferent
 degrees provided that  j  is large enough .
 To obtain the desired antipodal graphs , note that , by Corollary 5 . 4 ,  g  *( G j )  5  5 and
 G j  has a 5-net . Taking as support the set of all edges of  G j  it follows by Theorem 3 . 6
 that the bipartite double  G j  3  K 2 is antipodal of diameter 5 . Moreover , the vertex-
 degrees occurring in  G j  3  K 2 are exactly the same as those in  G j .
 For  k  .  5 consider the cartesian product of  G j  3  K 2 by the hypercube  Q k 2 5 .  h
 We now compare the automorphism groups of  H  and  G ,  where  G  is obtained from
 H  by extension with an  in y  ariant  set of anticliques , i . e .  s A i  P  !  for every anticlique
 A i  P  !  and  s  P  Aut  H .  Clearly , any  s  can be extended to an automorphism  τ  of  G  by
 taking  τ a  5  a  and  τ a i  5  a j  ,  where  s A i  5  A j .  Thus Aut  H  is the subgroup of Aut  G  fixing
 a .  As is usual in such cases , isomorphism between Aut  H  and Aut  G  does not hold
 without suitable additional assumptions .
 5 . 6 . T HEOREM .  Let H be a regular graph of degree r  >  3  and girth  >  5 . If
 !  5  h A i  :  i  P  I j is the set of all anticliques of H , then  Aut  G  >  Aut  H .
 P ROOF .  Observe first that if  H  is a graph of minimum degree  > 2 and girth  > 5 , then
 given any  x  P  V  ( H ) there are at least  d H ( x )  1  1 anticliques in  H  not containing  x ,
 where  d H ( x ) is the degree of  x .  For example , any  d H ( x )  1  1 anticliques extending the
 independent sets  N H ( x ) and
 ( N H ( x )  \  u )  <  ( N H ( u )  \  x ) ,  u  P  N H ( x ) ,
 have this property .
 Now assume  H  to be  r -regular ,  r  >  3 .  Given  x  P  V  ( H ) ,  denote by  s x  the number of
 anticliques of  H  containing  x ,  and by  s  the total number of anticliques . Then the
 degrees of the vertices of  G  are
 d ( a )  5  s
 d ( a i )  5  u A i u  1  1 ,  i  P  I  (13)
 d ( x )  5  r  1  s x  ,  x  P  V  ( H ) .
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 We have to prove that every automorphism of  G  fixes  a .  From the remark at the
 beginning of the proof we have that
 s  .  r  1  s x  for any  x  P  V  ( H ) .  (14)
 Given  u  P  V  ( G ) ,  consider the condition
 d ( y  )  ,  d ( u )  for any  y  P  N 2 ( u ) .  (15)
 By (13) and (14) ,  a  satisfies (15) , whereas the vertices of  H  do not . Hence in order to
 show that Aut  G  fixes  a  it suf fices to show that none of the anticlique vertices  a i  satisfies
 (15) .
 Suppose that (15) holds for some  a i  .  then
 u A j u  1  1  5  d ( a j )  ,  d ( a i )  5  u A i u  1  1
 for all  j  ?  i ,  because  a j  P  N
 2 ( a i ) .  Thus  H  has a unique anticlique of maximum size , viz .
 A i .  It follows that every autmorphism of  G  either fixes  a  or interchanges it with  a i  .
 Suppose that  s  :  a  ↔  a i  for some  s  P  Aut  G .  Then  a  and  a i  have the same degree , i . e .
 s  5  u A i u  1  1 .  (16)
 Considering the second neighbourhoods of  a  and  a i  ,  we obtain
 V  ( H )  5  N 2 ( a )  5  s N 2 ( a i )  5  A i  <  s  [ V  ( H )  \  A i ] ,
 which means that  V  ( H )  \  A i  is stable under the action of  s  .
 Take any  x  P  A i  and let  A k  (where  k  5  k ( x )) be an anticlique extending  N H ( x ) .  Then
 N H ( x )  Õ  A k  \  A i  Õ  N ( a k ) and  s a k  P  A i  so that
 s N H ( x )  Õ  s  [ A k  \  A i ]  Õ  N ( s a k )  >  ( V  ( H )  \  A i )  5  N H ( s a k ) ,  (17)
 whence , by regularity of  H ,
 s N H ( x )  5  N H ( s a k ) .
 Consequently , from the first inclusion in (17) ,
 A k  \  A i  5  N H ( x ) .  (18)
 H  is irreducible (being of girth  . 4) ; hence by (18) the map  A i  5  I  \  h i j , x  S  k ( x ) ,  is
 one-to-one . In view of (16) , it is a bijection . In other words , any anticlique  A k  of  H ,
 k  ?  i ,  satisfies (18) for some vertex  x  P  A i .
 Let  x ,y  be two distinct vertices in  A i .  Any  u  P  N H ( x ) has at most one neighbour in
 N H (  y )  (otherwise there is a 4-cycle through  u  and  y ) .  Hence  u  and  r  2  1 vertices
 y  1  ,  .  .  .  ,  y  r 2 1  P  N H (  y )  form an independent set . By (18) ,  u ,  y  1  ,  .  .  .  ,  y  r 2 1  P  N H ( z ) for
 some  z  P  A i  ,  and since  r  2  1  >  2 , z  5  y .  Thus  u  P  N H (  y ) ,  i . e .  N H ( x )  Õ  N H (  y ) .  This
 implies the existence of a 4-cycle through  x  and  y ,  the final contradiction .  h
 The example of the Petersen graph shows that the above theorem no longer holds
 when the set of  all  anticliques is replaced by some smaller invariant set . As already
 mentioned , the anticliques of size 4 give rise to the folded 5-cube which is
 vertex-transitive , and hence obviously has no fixed point .
 From the preceding results we obtain the following :
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 F IGURE 4 .
 5 . 7 . C OROLLARY .  Gi y  en any finite group  G  there exists a triangle - free graph G ha y  ing
 a  5- net and such that  Aut  G  >  G .
 P ROOF .  It is a classical result of Frucht [12] that for any finite group  G  there is a
 connected 3-regular graph  H 0 with Aut  H 0  >  G .  Construct a new graph  H  by replacing
 each vertex of  H 0 by a copy of the Petersen graph with one of its vertices deleted
 (Figure 4) . In addition to being 3-regular ,  H  is of girth 5 , and clearly Aut  H  >  G .  Let  G
 be the anticlique extension of  H  based on the set of all anticliques . By Corollary 5 . 4 ,  G
 is triangle-free and its pentagons form a 5-net ; by Theorem 5 . 6 , Aut  G  >  G .
 Indeed , there are infinitely many non-isomorphic graphs  G 1  ,  G 2  ,  .  .  .  satisfying the
 conditions of Corollary 5 . 7 . They can be obtained from the sequence  H 0  , H 1  , H 2  ,  .  .  .  ,
 where  H 0 is the graph introduced in the preceding proof , and each  H i  , i  >  1 ,  arises from
 H i 2 1 by the substitution shown in Figure 4 .
 6 .  A UTOMORPHISMS
 In this section we present some observations concerning the relationship between the
 automorphism groups of  G S  and  G ,  assuming  G S  to be canonically antipodal . We shall
 use a general result of Farzan [10] , who considered the automorphism group of
 arbitrary 2-covers .
 As already mentioned in Section 2 , the antipodal map of a harmonic graph  H  is a
 central involution . On this level it does not seem possible to distinguish between
 antipodal graphs and arbitrary harmonic ones , i . e . the assumption of antipodality does
 not seem to imply any restriction on Aut  H  beyond the existence of a central
 involution . One may venture the conjecture that any finite group with a central
 involution is isomorphic to the automorphism group of some antipodal graph (or , more
 cautiously , some harmonic graph) . In support of this conjecture , we show that any
 finite group having  Z 2 as direct factor is indeed the group of some antipodal graph . For
 the proof we first derive a condition for the group of an antipodal graph to have  Z 2 as
 direct factor .
 Throughout the remainder of this section ,  G S  is assumed to be canonically antipodal .
 Recall from Section 3 that by  S  we denote the set of all non-replicating  s -cycles of  G ,
 where  s  5  g S ( G )  5  diam  G S .  Put  s
 1  5  s  or  s  1  1 ,  depending on whether  s  is odd or
 even , and let  S 1 be the set of all non-replicating cycles of  G  of length  < s 1 (if  s  is odd ,
 then  S 1  5  S ) . Denote the stabiliser of  S 1 by Aut( G ,  S 1 ) , i . e . Aut( G ,  S 1 )  5  h s  P
 Aut  G  :  s C  P  S 1 for any  C  P  S 1 j , and define Aut( G ,  S ) similarly . Aut( G ,  S ) denotes
 the stabiliser of  S .
 Since the automorphisms of  G S  commute with the antipodal map  a  (i . e . the natural
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 involution) , there is a natural homomorphism  F  :  Aut  G S  5  Aut  G  with Ker  F  5  h 1 ,  a  j .
 On the other hand , there is a monomorphism
 ˚  :  Aut( G ,  S )  3  Z 2  5  Aut  G S
 given by ( s  ,  k )  S  τ  ,  where  τ  is the permutation of  V  ( G S ) which maps ( x ,  i )  S
 ( s x ,  i  1  k ) .  That  τ  P  Aut  G S  follows at once from (3) .
 6 . 1 . P ROPOSITION .  Aut( G ,  S )  Õ  Im  F  5  Aut( G ,  S 1 )  Õ  Aut( G ,  S ) .
 P ROOF .  The inclusion Aut( G ,  S )  Õ  Im  F  is obvious , since  F ˚  ( s  ,  0)  5  s  for every
 s  P  Aut( G ,  S ) .
 In order to show that Im  F  5  Aut( G ,  S 1 ) we apply the main result of [10] or [20 ,
 Theorem 3] , according to which Im  F  is the group of walk-type preserving automorph-
 isms of  G ,  i . e . the group of all  s  P  Aut  G  such that
 w S ( s C )  5  w S ( C )  (19)
 for all cycles  C  Õ  G .  Thus if  s  P  Im  F , then (19) holds in particular for all cycles
 C  P  S 1 , whence Im  F  Õ  Aut( G ,  S 1 ) .
 For the reverse inclusion we use the fact that since diam  G  5  [ s  / 2] ,  the cycles of
 length  <  s 1 generate the cycle space of  G .  Thus , any cycle  C  in  G  can be written as
 C  5  C 1  1  ?  ?  ?  1  C p  1  ?  ?  ?  1  C q  ,  where  C 1  ,  .  .  .  ,  C q  are primitive and
 u C i u  ,  s ,  i  5  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  p ,
 u C i u  5  s  or  s  1  1 ,  i  5  p  1  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  q
 (possibly  p  5  q ) .  Hence  w S ( C i )  5  0 , i  5  1 ,  .  .  .  ,  p ,  so that  w S ( C ) is congruent mod  2 to
 the number of  C i  , p  ,  i  <  q ,  which belong to  S 1 . Therefore any automorphism of  G
 which stabilizes  S 1 preserves the weight of  C .  h
 If  s  is even , the second inclusion in Proposition 6 . 1 may be proper (an example is
 provided by the Wells graph ;  s  5  4) .  The first inclusion may be proper regardless of the
 parity of  s .  However , the case in which Aut( G ,  S ) and Aut( G ,  S 1 ) coincide is of
 particular interest . We have the following :
 6 . 2 . C OROLLARY .  If  Aut( G ,  S )  5  Aut( G ,  S 1 ) ,  then
 Aut  G S  >  Aut( G ,  S )  3  Z 2  ,
 and con y  ersely .
 P ROOF .  This is immediate by considering the homomorphisms
 Aut( G ,  S )  3  Z 2
 ˚ 5  Aut  G S  F 5  Aut( G ,  S 1 )
 and comparing the orders of the three groups , keeping in mind that  ˚   is one-to-one ,  F
 is onto (Proposition 6 . 1) , and that  u Ker  F u  5  2 .  h
 As an application we obtain the following :
 6 . 3 . T HEOREM .  Gi y  en any finite group  G , there exist infinitely many bipartite
 antipodal graphs of diameter  5  whose group of automorphisms is isomorphic to  G  3  Z 2  .
 In particular , there are infinitely many such graphs having no non-trivial automorph-
 ism other than the antipodal map .
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 P ROOF .  By Corollary 5 . 7 there are infinitely many triangle-free graphs  G 1  ,  G 2  ,  .  .  .
 that have a 5-net and whose group is  G  . Taking as support  S i  of  G i  the entire edge-set
 E ( G i ) ,  the corresponding net  S i  of shortest non-replicating cycles is the set of all
 pentagons of  G i  ,  and since  s  is odd ,  S 1 i  5  S i  .  Hence Aut( G i  ,  S 1 i  )  5  Aut( G i  ,  S i )  5
 Aut  G i  >  G .  It follows that the bipartite double  G i  3  K 2 is antipodal of diameter 5 and ,
 by Corollary 6 . 2 , Aut( G i  3  K 2 )  >  G  3  Z 2  .
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